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Figure 1: Application examples of non-photorealistic 3D characters, including (a)(b) computer games,
(c)(d) cartoon videos, and (e)(f) AR/VR applications.
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Introduction

Photorealistic 3D human reconstruction have always been an important topic for industrial application.
In modern computer games, such as NBA2K (1) and GTA5 (2), realistic 3D human avatars are vital
components; In the application of AR and VR, a fast approach of human mesh reconstruction along
with texture is also required. Recently, remarkable research progress has been made on realistic 3D
human reconstruction based on parametric models and deep learning.
However, realistic human avatars are not sufficient enough to feed the industrial needs. Nonphotorealistic 3D virtual characters have been widely used in industries such as computer games,
cartoon videos, and AR/VR applications. Fig. 1 shows a few examples of such applications. Instead of
precise human avatars, the design these characters aims for non-photorealistic human characters with
various designing styles. Typically, those characters would require professional designers to handcraft
them case-by-case, which is expansive, time consuming and not available for massive production.
On the contrary, reconstructing them by computers can avoid those disadvantages. Thus, with the
growth of computer game and the AR/VR industry, the automatic generation of non-photorealistic
3D characters is now becoming a meaningful topic.
There are a few challenges that need to be addressed in designing non-photorealistic 3D characters,
including (1) modeling the large shape and style variations among different characters, (2) combined
representation of character’s body and "decorations" (such as clothes, accessories, hairstyle, weapons,
etc.), (3) the abstraction and transfer of designing style. Overcoming these challenges would allow us

to achieve tasks such as 3D modeling from sketch (2D-3D lifting) and style transfer. We will further
discuss these tasks in Section 4.
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Research Objective

This project will focus on modeling non-photorealistic 3D characters. Specifically, we will design
general representations for non-photorealistic models and learning-based frameworks to achieve
sketch-based 3D character modeling and style transfer.
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3.1

Related Works
Parametric 3D human representation.

Parametric character reconstruction is a field that has not yet been touched, but the highly related
task, parameterized 3D human reconstruction, has been profoundly researched. Multiple human
body parametric models, such as SCAPE (6), SMPL-based (27; 33; 3; 31; 9), DenseRaC (41) and
STAR (40), are designed for human bodies of various shapes and poses. These methods have been
proved to be functional in modeling coarse outlooks of realistic human. Thus, given the latent
similarity between human and character reconstruction, it is our best choice to design the character
parameterized model based on human parameterized model.
3.2

Sketch based 3D object modeling.

Sketch-based 3D object modeling (SBM) is a widely researched task. It is highly related to our task
of sketch-based virtual character reconstruction. Initial works such as (14; 21; 29; 22; 19) managed
to reconstruct simple 3D objects from drawings of few lines, using determined mapping from lines
to faces. Since these methods mainly focus on simple objects, their effectiveness and robustness
are questionable when applied to more complex objects such as game or cartoon characters. More
recent works (10; 8; 39) leveraged skeletons to regulate the reconstruction, and optimized energy
functions to find the best possible surface and color. Although it is possible for them to handle
complex input sketches, color and shape defects always occur due to the optimization approach’s poor
understanding of the input image. In deep learning era, (37; 43; 11; 26; 16; 15; 12) use Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) to generate 3D models in an end-to-end manner. Some public datasets such
as (17; 25; 24) are also widely used for deep neural network training. The robustness and capability
of deep learning methods handling complex stretch largely exceeded traditional methods.
However, all the above methods are designed to retrieve arbitrary objects. When applying those
methods to virtual characters, the results could be sometimes unreasonable in the depth dimension,
given the ill-posed setting of this task and the lack of prior information of human-alike characters. In
our work, we will obtain more reasonable and robust performance by introducing a parameterized
model of the character, which serves as a human-alike prior and regulation.
3.3

3D human reconstruction.

Another task related to 3D character reconstruction is realistic 3D human reconstruction. Previous
works could be categorized into two approaches: parametric-based human reconstruction and voxelbased human reconstruction. In terms of the former approach, (4; 3; 5; 9; 42) have realized realistic
and rigged human avatars with good robustness and efficiency. But despite the advantages, these
methods have shown poor adaptability for human clothing with large topological variance. As for
voxel-based approached, such as (30; 34; 35), directly use voxel as the representation of mesh instead
of parametric models. These methods can handle the large variance of human clothing, but the
reconstruction results are less stable due to the lack of regularization of parametric model.
In our task of 3D character reconstruction, we need the character to be in well-regulated shapes,
while the decoration of the characters requires free representation. Therefore, we improve our
own approach from both ideas: for character’s body, we will use parametric reconstruction; for
representing decoration, we will add voxel-based attachments to that parametric model.
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Figure 2: A few examples of collected 3D character dataset.
3.4

Virtual try-on.

Style transfer of 3D character models is still a new research area. But a similar task, a.k.a. human
clothes virtual try-on & style transfer, is becoming a popular field. Most previous frameworks on
virtual try-on, such as (32; 9; 28; 44; 7), represent human clothing with a parametric model, and try to
learn those parameters through data-driven methods. But this kind of approach is perhaps not suitable
for characters’ style transfer. Characters in cartoons and games have much wilder design than human
clothes, so the large variance of character styles would require more flexible representation. Thus, in
the field of 3D virtual characters, we plan to use voxel-based method for style transfer to feed the
needs of variation of characters’ decoration.
3.5

2D image style transfer.

We will learn from the idea of 2D image style transfer to design our 3D character style transfer
framework. In particular, previous works such as (23; 38) applied auto-encoder for image style
transfer, as well as using Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (18) for more realistic outputs. In
our task, we plan to do similar auto-encoder process in voxel level.
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4.1

Methods and Plans
3D character datasets (6 months).

We need to build datasets of 3D virtual characters for training. Generally, the dataset should include
mesh and texture of 3D virtual characters. After obtaining the 3D dataset, we can render 2D sketches
of various angles. For designing 3D character data, we can seek help and cooperation from art design
companies, independent designers, and computer game cooperation. At initial stage of experiment,
we could collect publicly available data for art design forum for simple verification. Up to now, we
have collected over 300 3D characters for experiments. Fig. 2 shows a few examples.
Though we have ways to build a 3D character dataset, it is still complex and expensive for mass
acquisition of 3D character data. The typical capacity of 3D human datasets is between 100 and 1000,
which is very likely to be a similar case to 3D character datasets. In order to solve the problem of
insufficient data, we will build a dataset of virtual characters with only 2D images and videos for
self-supervised training. In practice, the 3D dataset would be used for pretraining and the 2D dataset
would be used for self-supervision to further adjust the model. Given the easy access of acquiring 2D
character images and videos, we could build 2D dataset with much larger scale than 3D dataset, so
that the model could be feed with a much larger variety of data to achieve better performance and
robustness.
This work package would take about 6 months.
4.2

3D character representation (12 months).

Although previous work has done in-depth research on parametric models of real human bodies, there
are no previous studies that focus on the representation of non-photorealistic human-alike characters.
As shown in Fig. 3, compared with real human, the parameterized virtual character representation
has the following differences: a. the ratio of character body parts is different from that of the real
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Figure 3: Special features of non-photorealistic characters, including (a)(b) body ratio, (c)(d) body
parts deformation, and (e)(f) large variance of decorations.

Figure 4: General framework of 3D character reconstruction from scratch.
human body; b. aggravated deformation is also occurred within body parts. c. the decoration of
non-photorealistic characters, such as the design of clothes, accessories, weapons, etc., has relatively
large variance compared to the decoration of real people. These differences are crucial considerations
in designing parameterized character model.
In order to overcome these challenges, we will propose a combined character representation model,
including 3 parts: a basic parameterized character mesh, a deformation field defined on the mesh
surface, and a voxel-based attachment for characters’ decorations. First of all, the basic parameterized
model is used to characterize the overall shape of characters, including the basic body shape,
body parts proportions, movements, etc. In this part, we will improve the existing human body
parameterized models by adding new dimensions for flexible body proportions. Second, we will
define a deformation field to adapt to some exaggerated changes in the physical details of the virtual
character (such as face shape, nose, tail, etc.). Finally, we will define a voxel-based decorations, so
they could be more flexible. The design of the parametric model would take about 12 months.
4.3

3D character reconstruction from scratch (12 months).

Sketch-based 3D character reconstruction has good prospective in industrial application. For art
designers, it is complicated and challenging to directly design 3D virtual characters due to technical
limitations. On the contrast, drawing a 2D sketch is a relatively simple job to do. Given the parametric
3D character representation, we could build a learning-based framework to reconstruct 3D characters
from 2D sketched. The framework would use 2D sketch as input, output 3D characters’ mesh and
color, and use 3D characters ground truth as supervision. In implementation, auxiliary modules
will be applied to separate character’s body feature from decoration feature. The overall design
of the network is shown in Fig. 4. The encoded 2D features are divided into two branches. The
feature containing body shape information are fed to body branch to regress body parameters and
deformation field, while another branch handles the occupation and color of voxel-based decoration.
The result mesh of both parts will be put together and supervised by the mesh and color of 3D ground
truth. Moreover, we could also render the result back to 2D image and implement a self-supervision
approach with the input image. Finally, in inference, we spliced the results of both parts together to
get the final 3D character mesh and color. This part will take about 12 months.
4.4

3D character style transfer (18 months).

3D character style transfer is also a common problem in application. For instance, transferring a
photorealistic human model into a non-photorealistic character would be very helpful in making
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Figure 5: Texture repainting network.(a) In training, we select one condition for each training data
and fix them together. (b) In inference, we randomly change the condition to obtain different color
designs.

Figure 6: Decoration transfer network. We would apply a contrastive learning approach to separate
shape and decoration feature of a given character. In inference, we could achieve decoration transfer
by simply replacing the decoration feature with another character’s.
compute games or animation films. Other applications such as transferring the decoration of one
character to another could also highly improve the efficiency of design. Considering industrial needs
and the resource we may have, we plan to focus on two style transfer tasks: texture (or color of the
mesh) repainting and decoration transfer.
We plan to design the texture repainting network following Fig. 5. First, we convert the mesh
to a voxel-based structure. Second, we feed the 3D voxel map (representing occupation) into a
conditional variational auto-encoder (CVAE) (36) network and obtain 3D voxel-based color. We hope
this structure could learn the coloring pattern in ground truth data, so that the inference repainting
results could have a sense of design. Specifically, CVAE selects a fixed condition for each input data
during training, so that by changing that condition in inference, we can obtain different color designs.
For 3D character decoration transfer, we design a framework similar to Fig. 4. We replace the input
with a 3D colored mesh, and encode it into shape feature and decoration feature. Then, we follow the
idea of contrastive learning (13; 20). By randomly altering the decorations of the characters (data
enhancement), the network will better separate shape feature from decoration feature. The network
design is shown in the Fig. 6. In inference, we could transfer decoration by replacing the decoration
feature of the original characters with the decorative feature of the target characters.
These two tasks will take about 18 months.
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